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Welcome to Anchek TipTap
TipTap is a multimedia educational system providing a unique learn-

ing experience for students. Please also read the What’s New section.

Design Concept
Anchek TipTap is a system designed to teach spelling, phonics, typing,

handwriting skills, and grammar. The student receives a combination of
auditory, visual and tactile reinforcement. This is known as a multi-
sensory approach to learning and is beneficial for all students, regardless
of individual learning style.

Through beautiful and colorful animations, illustrations, creative
sound-effects, systematic repetition, and reinforcement of correct
responses — students happily engage in an exciting learning experience.
Lessons can be printed allowing students to create their own illustrated
spelling books for practice, and serving as a visible record of their accom-
plishments. Exercises are designed to be brief; repetition is encouraged.

Teachers and parents may also add their own words and sentences
very easily using the included TipTap Data Editor program. Therefore
the program is useful well beyond its prepackaged lesson base.

Positive Feedback Only
This program does not generate auditory or visual interruptions when

incorrect input is entered. Rather than emphasizing incorrect responses,
the program waits for the proper key to be selected. TipTap also provides
the option of Letter Assistance: the ability to accept a space bar in place
of the proper key. Please also read the What’s New section on page 25.

Dedicated to Education
High professional standards were maintained during the creation of

all the elements making up the interface—printed materials, recorded
sounds, animations, music and the lessons themselves. Anchek Multi-
media strongly believes in the importance of education. Therefore we
are offering this program at a substantially lower price than the market
place would usually dictate, thus making it affordable to everyone.

We thank you for using Anchek TipTap,
Programming, Music and Design: Steven E. Polyanchek
Art Work: Steven E. Polyanchek, Rigoberto Muñiz and Lydia Polyanchek
Human Voice: Harmony Anne Polyanchek
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Installing Anchek TipTap

You must begin installation of TipTap while Windows™ is running.
Insert the TipTap CD into the appropriate disk drive.  If instead you have
downloaded or have a copy of the installation files elsewhere on your

system, note the directory.
In Windows 3.1, go to the
main window called Pro-
gram Manager. Click on
the File menu then Run. In
Windows95/98/NT and
above, click on the Start
menu button and

select Run. The Run box as shown in Figure 1 opens up. If you are install-
ing from the CD, enter the root directory which has the CD followed by
“\install.exe” as demonstrated in Figure 1. In Windows 3.1, the input area
is labelled “Command Line.” If you are installing the downloadable
version, type the name of the file you downloaded into the input area
instead of “install.exe”. You can also use the browse feature to locate the
file and write the command line for you.

Next press OK and the installation utility will begin. Follow the
instructions given by the utility. It will install the TipTap program along
with the TipTap Data Editor and TipTap Preferences programs. The
readme.txt file provides you with a brief summary about TipTap and any
last minute information. Reboot your computer after installation for WinG
(Windows graphics program files from Microsoft) to setup properly.

Mr. Poly
Mr. Poly is the friendly onscreen robot who talks to the students pre-

senting the lessons, words, and sentences plus guides them through the
materials. This presents a familiar face and
helps the student not to feel he or she is work-
ing alone in a vaccum, but that “someone” is
there assisting them with their work. This is
not to say he takes the place of a parent or
teacher, but only that he acts as a computer
companion.

Also see information on the Mr. Poly’s
Encouragement feature on page 15.

Figure 1

Open:   D:\install.exe

Type the name of a program, document, or Internet
resource, and Windows will open it for you.

OK              Cancel          Browse...

Run
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Starting TipTap
When starting the TipTap program you are greeted by Mr. Poly, the

onscreen robot tutor. Also on screen are the three major section buttons
for: the Phonics Lessons, Teacher’s Words Section and Typing Tutor.
Pointing the mouse over any button will display the name of the related
section. This manual presents each section in further detail.

Phonics Lessons
TipTap includes 20 phonics lessons. See the

Starting a Phonics Lesson section information on
page 11 for a more indepth discussion of this
section.

Exit Section Button
Throughout the TipTap program the Exit button is made

available. This reacts the same as pressing the Escape key or
selecting Exit from a menu. Pressing Exit from the main
startup section closes and ends the entire program.

What To Do Button
The What To Do button is available in all the major

sections. Clicking on it, Mr. Poly will explain what to do in
that section.

Teacher�s Words Section
This is where the teacher’s or parent’s words

and sentences — created using the TipTap Data
Editor — are taught. This section includes word
discovery, matching game, spelling bee, sentence
section and means to print the materials.

Typing Tutor
The Typing Tutor has 20 lessons presented by

Mr. Poly teaching the basics of typing and offers
practice sessions with most lessons. As comput-
ers flow more into the mainstream, keyboard
typing skills are quickly becoming important.
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Music

The Alphabet Song: Using one of the most familiar
songs for learning the alphabet, we have taken it a
step further. Watching the displayed keyboard keys
as the song plays, the student subtly absorbs the place-
ment of the letters. It is the familiarity of the song

that makes it a great tool for learning the keyboard.
Besides the Alphabet Song, TipTap plays MIDI music in several places

to enhance its multimedia appeal and to smooth transitions between
events and activities.

Stop the Music!
As with most sections in TipTap, the best way to stop a musical event

is to press the Escape key on your keyboard. This will allow TipTap to stop
the music in a safe manner so as not to disrupt the program. If Flying Keys
are part of the event, TipTap will stop them safely also.

Music Will Not Play
On rare occassions,  if you switch to another task before a MIDI event

ends, TipTap signals that it “cannot open the MIDI output device.” At
this point you will have to exit the program and return to regain MIDI
capabilities. Use the method described above in Stop the Music! to avoid
this problem.

TipTap uses the same standard MIDI device as the Windows Media
Player’s MIDI Sequencer. If TipTap will not play MIDI music, try playing
a MIDI file through the Media Player. If it does not play there also, then
the fault lies with your system setup, not TipTap. You will need to rein-
stall the standard MIDI driver onto your system. This is done through
the Windows Control Panel’s Drivers section. See your Windows
documentation for detailed instructions.

Adjusting the Volume
Most sound cards have a small mixing utility program that comes

with the package. Windows also now comes with a mixing utility pro-
gram. This utility program will provide you with the means to adjust your
wave and MIDI volumes to your pleasure. Such programs probably reside
either with your sound card’s utility programs or under Windows
Accessories.
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Printing
TipTap provides for several types of printed material. The
highest possible quality is achieved whether you are
using a dot matrix, inkjet or laser printer. See TipTap
Preferences on page 15 to learn how to limit access to the

printer while TipTap is running.

Printing Options:
Depending on whether you are in the Phonics Lesson section or the
Teacher’s Words Section, the following options will
be available.

Focus Word and Drawing: (Phonics section only)
Prints the main focus word (word with ani-
mation) and an illustration based on the ani-
mation. The letters are printed one per line
for handwriting practice using the TipTap
Gothic Font as shown.

Size of Drawing: (Phonics section only) This is the size used to print the
drawing when using Focus Word and Drawing option. The size (based
on font size) may be reduced if a memory problem should occur
while printing. To return to the original settings use Reset Default.

Teacher’s or Similar Word List: Prints out the phonics lesson’s words
or the teacher’s words in the format set in TipTap Preferences.

Sentence: Prints the phonics lesson’s sentence or teacher’s sentences with
lines for handwritten practice. Set the format in TipTap
Preferences.

Print: Initiates printing.

Print Setup: Allows you to change the printer settings including the num-
ber of copies to be printed, the printer to be used, resolution of the
output and paper size.

Cancel: This button will cancel the current print job.

Printing Tips
Extra steps should not be required when printing. Most problems are

resolved by using the most up-to-date Windows printer driver for your
system. If you have driver questions, contact the printer vendor. You may

car
k¶r

c
a
r
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also need to check your printer’s configuration. While in the Print dialog
box, press the Print Setup button. There you can change your printer’s
settings if necessary. Another option is to change the defaults for the
printer through the Windows Control Panel before starting up TipTap.

Types Of Printing Problems
A blank page may mean that your printer’s system needs to be

informed about the TipTap fonts other than through the win.ini file. (The
installation utility that came with TipTap placed font information into
the win.ini file.)

Laser Printers
On older laser printers, memory may be a consideration. If you are

experiencing problems printing a drawing — such as it prints a large square
where a drawing should be — consider reducing the drawing size or the
resolution of the output.

Enhanced Printing Boards
Some utilities and enhanced printing boards (separate computer boards

that are placed into a slot inside the computer to enhance printing capa-
bilities) may require you to alert them to new fonts other than through
the win.ini file. Be sure to read your manual on how to inform such utili-
ties about the five printable TipTap fonts.

Fonts
TipTap has five TrueType fonts that must be installed to print and run

the various lessons correctly. The installation utility that comes with
TipTap installs these for you automatically.

 TipTap Gothic Font: (2 versions: Light and Bold) Screen and printer fonts
used for handwriting practice of the words and sentences .

TipTap Symbols Font: Used to print high resolution drawings based on
the lesson’s animation. There is a PostScript version of this font
located in the TipTap directory. Use Adobe Type Manager to install
it for your PostScript printer to use.

TipTap Keyboard Font: Used to display the letters and markings on the
screen’s keyboard.

TipTap Phonics Font: Provides the phonics characters when printing the
phonics lessons’ Focus Word and Drawing. See page 9.
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Starting a Phonics Lesson
On entering the Phonics Lesson Section, the New Les-
son dialog box opens and you are provided a choice
of lessons with which to work with. A picture repre-
sentation based on the focus word of each lesson is
displayed along with additional information.

Open: Opens the selected lesson and makes it available to work with.

Clicking once on the left hand listing displays the extended information
about the lesson. Clicking once on the picture representation of
the lesson also opens that lesson.

Double-clicking on any of the left hand listings opens that lesson.

Note: The image shown in the dialog box is a low resolution version of the picture.
It does not represent the resolution of the animation or printed output.

The Lesson
The phonics lessons have four main divisions. The focus word, word

exercises, a sentence, and printable materials. For a description of what
can be printed, see Printing on page 9.

Main Focus Lesson: This introduces the
main focus word containing the
phonics type of the lesson. A short
animation presents an object linked
to the word. The word is phoneti-
cally sounded out twice and three
times the student is asked to spell
the word.

Word Discovery: Three different exercises associate the student with an
additional 8 words similar in sound to the focus word. The student
progressively absorbs these 9 words through the Similar Word
Discovery, Matching Game and Spelling Bee. The lessons are short
and repetition is highly encouraged. See Word Exercises on the next
page. Also see Emphasis on Repetition on page 25.

Sentence Section: The Sentence Section demonstrates the usage of the
lesson’s phonics type using the focus word along with similar words
to form a complete sentence. See Sentence Section on page 13.
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Word Discovery

This displays and recites the words. Here the student
can learn to recognize and practice typing the words. In
the Phonics Lesson Section these are the 9 similar words.
In the Teacher’s Words Section these are the words the

teacher or parent has created in the TipTap Data Editor.

Matching Game
The matching section takes the words from the current
lesson and scrambles their order. First the computer re-
cites one of the words aloud. The student then selects
the box containing the matching word. There is also a
window that displays the word to be matched which may

be optionally hidden using the TipTap Preferences program. See Show
word in Match Game on page 15.

An account of correct and incorrect responses is kept in the score
window. When the game has ended, Mr. Poly gives the student an en-
couraging remark. See Mr. Poly’s Encouragement on page 15.

Replay Button: This button remixes the order and allows
another round of the match game to be played. If there are
more than 9 words in the lesson, this will cycle to include the
additional words in each progressive round until all the words

have been shown. It will then cycle back to the first set. This button is
available only at the end of each round.

Spelling Bee
The Spelling Bee provides the student an opportunity to
test what he or she has learned in the Word Discovery
and Matching Game sections. Blank keys are first
displayed and the computer recites each word. The

student then types in each word by memory. Only when the proper letter
is selected is it considered typed and the display changes to reflect it as
down. See Positive Feeback Only on page 5.

Recite Word Button: This button recites the current word
again when pressed.
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Sentence Section
The Sentence Section is an area where longer tracts of
text which can be explored line by line. Once the
student has a grasp of words, this is the next step. The
student can also take the skills learned from the Typing
Tutor and have further practice here. A smaller version

of the hands and keyboard are displayed. These sentences may also be
printed out for handwriting assignments. See Printing on page 9.

Upper Text Window
Pre-written text is displayed here. In the Phonics Lesson section it is a

sentence demonstrating usage of similar sounding words. In the Teacher’s
Words section, it is text supplied by the teacher or parent using the TipTap
Data Editor. The Arrow buttons to the left of the text window can be
used to move from one sentence to the next.

Lower Text Window
It is possible for the student to type the sentences in the lower text

window. Type the sentence and press Enter when completed. If the timer
was on, it will pause. Pressing Enter a second time will clear the text, set
the next sentence in the upper text window and reset the timer to zero.

Hearing the Sentence
Each sentence can be recited aloud by the computer through a
menu selection, pressing the Ear button, or by pressing F8. As it
is read, each word is highlighted in order so the student may
follow along.

Edit Menu
You can cut, copy, paste and undo in the lower text window just as

you would in the Windows Notepad or many other word processors. Use
Ctrl+Z to undo, Ctrl+X to cut, Ctrl+C to copy, and Ctrl+V to paste from
the clipboard. The Edit menu features these commands.

The Timer
 The timer starts once you begin typing and stops when you press the

Enter key. See the Lower Text Window explanation above for details.  You
can also use TipTap Preferences to show or hide it.
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Typing Tutor

Through 20 lessons, Mr. Poly presents typing in-
structions. Most levels have a practice session.
An account of correct and incorrect input is kept
in the score window. At the end of the practice
session, Mr. Poly makes a remark based these

scores. See Mr. Poly’s Encouragement on page 15.

The L Window displays the current lesson.
Pressing the left mouse button over this

window displays all the available lessons to choose from. The student
may select the next lesson. [SB] represents the Space Bar.

Menu
Select Lesson: Allows the student to choose the next lesson.

Explain Lesson: Mr. Poly explains the current lesson.

Practice Lesson: Begins a practice session of the current lesson.

Previous Lesson: Goes back to the previous lesson.

Next Lesson: Goes forward to the next lesson.

Stop Lesson: Stops the current lesson or practice session.

Close Tutor: Ends the current tutor session and returns to the main
section. The current lesson is stored for next time.

Buttons
You can press these buttons in place of their menu equivalents.

Explains What To Do in the typing tutor section.

Begins explaining the current lesson.

Begins the current practice session.

When green, clicking on this button stops the current lesson or
practice session at which point it will turn red.
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TipTap Preferences
A separate program was installed with TipTap called TipTap Preferences.
Use it to configure TipTap’s interface to suit your student’s needs. The
options are broken down into 5 tabbed sections. A grayed out option
indicates that it’s main feature has been turned off.

When you select the Save button, your preferences will take effect the
next time TipTap is run. You must specifically press Save for these settings
to take affect.

Features
ABC Song: When checked, it displays the ABC button in the Teacher’s

Words Section which will play the Alphabet Song and animate the
corresponding keys on the onscreen keyboard. Later the student
may have progressed beyond this and prefer not to see the button.
See page 8 for further details.

Letter Assistance: When first learning to spell a word, it may be difficult
for the student to remember all the letters. To keep students from
becoming frustrated and loosing interest in spelling, TipTap allows
space bar entries in place of the correct letters. Use this option to
turn this ability on or off.

Key Tap Sound: Turns on or off the sound effect accompanying the
typing of character entries from the keyboard.

Show word in Match Game: During the Matching Game, the word is
optionally displayed in the L Window on the left side of the screen.
This option hides or shows the window.

Mr. Poly’s Encouragement: After a Typing Practice or Matching Game
session, Mr. Poly has several phrases of encouragement, from
“Perfect Typing. Very good.” to “Seems you need some practice.”
When turned off here, these endings are replaced with one that
says, “Practice complete.”

Show Sentence Timer: This turns on or off the displaying of the Timer in
the Sentence Section. See page 13.
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Printing
These printing options appear under the Features tab. The main Print
feature checkbox sets the ability to print from within the TipTap program
on or off. These settings do not affect printing from the TipTap Data
Editor program. When set to off, the Print button no longer appears in
either the Phonics Lesson nor Teacher’s Words sections.

Text Case: Sets the text case of the printed materials. This does not affect
the text case of the onscreen buttons or text.

Teacher Text Size: Words printed in the Teacher’s Word Section can be
printed using one of the two available formats. Large 3 lines is the
larger text which can fit up to 9 words or 5 sentences per page and
have a line, dashed line and thicker line for each word or sentence.
Small 1 line can fit up to 25 words or 10 sentences per page. Word
lists will have the word followed by a single line for writing.
Sentences will have the sentence with a single line for writing
underneath. This setting does not affect printing from within the
TipTap Data Editor program.

Hand Setup
These settings will not affect the Typing Tutor nor the Sentence mode.

Hands On/Off: Makes the hands visible or removes them from view.

Hand Size: Selects the size you wish to view the hands. The choices are
100%, 75% or 50%.

Show All Colors: (Default) Makes all the colors constantly visible.

Flash Single Colors: Allows only the corresponding colors for the next
letter to appear on the hands’ fingernails before they are typed.

Keyboard
Case of Letters: Changes the case of letters of the onscreen keyboard.

This does not affect the text case of printed materials.

Flying Keys On/Off: Flying KeysTM are a fun way to motivate young
students to work through the lessons. Once a word exercise is
complete, the letters stream off in various directions.

Speed: Allows you to control the rate of speed at which the Flying Keys
disperse: Fast, Medium or Slow.
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Hand/Key Colors:
The onscreen keyboard is divided into colors, each relating to the

hand and finger used to properly type a character. When you change a
hand’s fingernail color, the corresponding keys also change color. Since
the thumb is used only to press the space bar, both thumbnails have the
same color.

Changing the Colors: The two buttons, Left and Right, switch to the
corresponding hand. By clicking the mouse cursor over the finger-
nail of the color you wish to change, a color palette appears. Select
the color of your choice.

Restoring Default Colors: This restores hand and keys colors back to the
original TipTap settings.

Password
Password: Sometimes you may wish to keep others from changing

settings in TipTap Preferences or using the TipTap Data Editor pro-
gram. This option allows you to do so. Type in a short password all
in upper case letters.

Test Password: Enter your password into the test box and press the Test
Password button. A message box will inform you of the result.

Clear Password: At a later time you can delete the password by
using the Clear Password button, or change it by simply entering a
new word.

Should you forget the password, go into the Windows directory and
using the Windows Notepad program, open the TT30AM.ini file. Under
the [Shut Out] options you will see your password. It is not meant to
represent a high security shut out, but rather provides a simple, low tech
solution.

Save
All of the current preference settings are stored in the TT30AM.ini

file. This file is located in your Windows directory. You must specifically
select Save for your changes to take effect.
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TipTap Data Editor

Teachers and parents can
easily add their own words
and sentences to be used
within the Anchek TipTap
program. The TipTap Data
Editor offers many powerful
features that are easy to learn
and access. Innumerable lists
can be created and saved
separately to file. These files
are small and can easily be
shared with other TipTap
owners across the internet,
placed on disk or shared by

other various means. See page 26 for more ideas on the usage of these
files. This program can be Password protected — see  page 17.

Word Lists
Each word list can hold up to 36 words. Each word can be up to 15

characters long. The program automatically supplies the text-to-speech
information for each word. In the TipTap program’s Teacher’s Words
Section these words will be used for Word Discovery, the Matching Game,
the Spelling Bee and can be Printed for handwritten exercises.

Sentence Lists
For longer words, phrases and sentences each sentence file can hold

up to 100 sentences of 99 characters each. To reach this section from the
Word List Editor section click the File menu then Go to Sentence Editor.

Getting Started
Quickest Method: Click on the Clear All button. Type each word into the

textbox labelled Word. At the end of each word, press the Enter key
on your keyboard. Once all the words are entered, click the Save
button. That’s it! Done! Do the same for sentences.

Advanced Methods: Advanced users have a variety of options. See the
descriptions of the controls below. See also: Phonetic Symbols and
Sound Equivalents and Speech Control Codes in TipTap’s Help file.
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Special Notes
Any list file to be used in the Anchek TipTap program must be kept in

the  TipTap directory.
If you wish to print any of the original phonics lessons provided with

the program, you must enter the main TipTap program in the Phonics
Lesson section and print from there.

The TipTap Data Editor uses two file formats. The .tdb file extension
is for the word lists and the extention .snt is used for the sentence lists.
They are not compatible with previous versions of TipTap. Under
Windows, these file formats are associated with the TipTap Data Editor.
This means that while using File Manager in Windows 3.1x or Windows
Explorer in Windows95/98/NT and beyond, you can locate these files
and double click on them to startup the TipTap Data Editor with the files
automatically opened in the program for editing. Additionally, you can
use the Drag and Drop feature of Windows to drag the files over the
TipTap Data Editor and drop them into the program. See the Windows
Help file on dragging files for details.

This program is Windows 3.1x compatible because many schools con-
tinue to lack newer computers, therefore, files can only use the older 8
character limited file naming format.

Interface and Buttons
The controls for both the Word List Editor and the Sentence Editor

are nearly almost identical. The Sentence Editor, however, does not save
the text-to-speech contol codes or allow for wave files, but uses it’s de-
fault text-to-speech interpretation of the sentence so that it can high-
light each word of the sentence. The spreadsheet like grid above the
controls keeps track of your current entries.
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Data Entry Area

Word or Sentence box: Enter your text here.

Text-to-Speech: (Word List Editor only.) Automatically enters the codes
needed for the computer to recite your text aloud.

Speech: (Word List Editor only.) This holds either the text-to-speech
codes or the name of the wave file used for the computer to recite
your text. Pressing the Text-to-Speech button automatically enters
the text-to-speech codes. If instead you wish to use a wave sound
file, pressing Wave File will locate and enter the title of the file here
automatically. Advanced users may optionally enhance their text-
to-speech codes in this box using the Phonics Symbols and Sound
Equivalents and Speech Control Codes as given in their respective
charts in the TipTap Help file.

Wave File: (Word List Editor only.)
Instead of text-to-speech, you
can use a Windows wave sound
file. This opens to the TipTap
\Wave directory where you can
select the file. Most sound cards
come with a recorder to create
such files. There are also many
small sound-effects files avail-
able over the internet.

WAVE FILE NOTE: To use a Windows Wave  sound file for the word list
in place of text-to-speech, the wave file must first be placed into
the \Wave directory residing under the main TipTap directory. You
can mix text-to-speech and wave files together in a list file.

wonder Text to Speech

Wave FileSpeech:

Word:

w\’^nd&

It is suggested that you enter your words using lower case text except where
capitalization is required and allow TipTap to alter your text to upper case if needed.
See the TipTap Preferences’ Text Case setting on page 16.

Choose a wave file to play for
the word’s “speech type”

Wave Files

OK

Cancel

Test

interest.wav

barrow.wav
interest.wav
ocean.wav
skates.wav
transfer.wav
walrus.wav
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Controls

New: Empties out the Word, Speech and Sentence areas so you may en-
ter a new word.

Add: Once you have finished entering your text, this adds it to the list.
If while in the Word List Editor you leave the Speech area empty,
the speech code information will automatically be filled in for you
just as if you had pressed the Text-to-Speech button.

Delete: To delete a word or sentence, you should first select it from your
list and then press this button to delete it. This will make room for
new words and sentences.

Test: Plays back the sound data as indicated in the Speech area or as the
computer will recite it. You can also press the F8 function key on
your keyboard to test the playback.

Re-Open: This re-opens the current file to undo any changes.

Save: Pressing Save stores the entire list of words or sentences perma-
nently into a file. Go to the menu and select Save as... to save the
file under a different name.

Clear All: Removes all the entries in the list. Unlike selecting the New
file menu item, this retains the name of the current file.

Replace: To change a word or sentence, you should selected it from your
list, make your changes, then press this button to replace the text.

Total: Displays the current number of words or sentences in the list.

For a keyboard shortcut, you can press the Alt key on your keyboard plus the
underlined character on the button title. For instance, to use Delete you would
press both the Alt and D key at the same time.

New Add Delete Test

Re-Open Save Clear All Replace

Sentence Controls Total: 4
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Menu Commands

New word list file / New sentence file: Clears all the data and resets the
editor with an untitled file name. When you go to save you will be
asked for a new file name.

Open: Opens a previously created list file.

Save: Saves the currently opened list to a file. If the current file is new
and has no name, you will be requested to supply a name.

Save as... : Opens a dialog box that allows you to save the currently opened
list to a new file name.

Print: Opens the print options box. See the Printing Worksheets section
on the following page.

Go to Sentence Editor: Opens the Sentence Editor while in the Word List
Editor.

Go to Word List Editor: Opens the Word List Editor while in the Sentence
Editor.

Set as default word list: (under the Word Editor’s Edit menu) Sets the
currently opened word list as the one to be used in TipTap.

Set as default sentence list: (under the Sentence Editor’s Edit menu) Sets
the currently opened sentence list as the one to be used in TipTap.

File

New word list file
Open
Save
Save as... Ctrl+S

Print

Go to Sentence Editor

Exit

Edit

New word
Add
Delete
Replace
Test     F8

Set as default word list✔

Several of the button controls in the two editors
are repeated in the menus. Listed below are only
those that are not repeated.

NOTE ON DEFAULT LIST:  When the current default list — the list to
be used while TipTap is running in the Teacher’s Words Section — is set
or opened, the Set as default... menu item will have a checkmark to the
left it. While the checkmark is showing, clicking Set as default... will
deactivate the list as the default and remove the checkmark.
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Printing Worksheets

You can print worksheets with your words and sentences directly from
the TipTap Data Editor. Press the Print option under the File menu in
either the Sentence Editor or the Word List Editor.

Large Text: Word lists and sentences can be printed using larger text which
can fit up to 9 words or 5 sentences per page and are formatted
with a line, dashed line and thicker line for each word or sentence.

Small Text: This uses smaller text which can fit up to 25 words or 10
sentences per page. They will have the word followed by a single
line for handwriting or a sentence followed by a single line under-
neath for handwriting.

Blank Lined Worksheet: Is a blank worksheet which can hold up to 9
words and are formatted with a line, dashed line and thicker line
for each word. This is excellent for taking written spelling tests and
practicing handwriting.

Text: Sets either Upper or Lower case for printing. If you select lower case,
printing does not alter the original text. This is best for words that
use a captial letter. The capital will remain unchanged. If you select
upper case, the program will automatically convert the printout of
the original text to upper case. These settings do no alter or affect
the original text in the lists, only how the text is printed.

continues on next page . . .

Style

Word list large text

Sentences large text

Blank lined worksheet

Word list small text

Sentences small text

Print Print Setup Cancel

Text

Upper case

Lower case

Print Worksheets

Help

Use Print Setup to
change the number
of copies to be
printed.
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Print Setup: This allows you to select a number of printer options. If you

need 10 copies of your list, then you would press this button and
alter the number of copies in the box labeled: Copies. Also you may
change the printer, the resolution of the output and the paper size
among other settings. Press Ok button when done. These settings
will remain valid while you are in the TipTap Data Editor. Only the
current session of the TipTap Data Editor is affected.

Print: Begins the printing process.

Cancel: This allows you to leave the print dialog box without printing or
performing any other task.
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What�s New
This version of Anchek TipTap has

been rebuilt from the ground up. One
of the enhancements concerns,
Mr. Poly who is now much more cen-
tral to the program. This was done to
bring continuity and also makes the
program easier to comprehend.

These improvements also mean
there are more demands made on the
minimum computer requirements.

These demands are well exceeded even by the new “low-end” computers
currently available. Most go well beyond the 1,024 color minimum and
16-bit sound has been standard for sometime now. However, there are
many older computers that may have a tougher time. If you require 8-bit
sound, you may download the 8-bit text-to-speech plugin from our website.
However, if your monitor cannot handle 1,024 colors, then you should
consider downloading and using the previous version 2.5 instead which
we currently plan to keep available on our website.

Disk Version Only on CD
Most will elect to download the program directly

online, so this is not an issue. Unlike version 2.5 which
comes on four–3½ inch disks, the current disk version with
an installation program size of approximately 7 megabytes,
is available only on CD.  Should you require the CD, (which

also requires an additional charge for the CD, shipping and handling) be
sure your computer can read a CD-R (a write once CD). This type of CD
is used to ensure you are issued the most recent revisions (if any). Any
further revisions can be downloaded directly from our website. Very old
CD players may have a problem with this where again it is an non-issue
for standard CD players available over the past few years.

Emphasis on Repetition:
We would also like to emphasize that although the lessons may seem

short, repetition is highly-recommended because students need several
presentations of each lesson to fully absorb them. The idea being that
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with short and simple lessons there is plenty of time to go over them
again and again. Plus there are several ways the same words are pre-
sented so the student can work with them by typing, matching and on
paper. And again the computer never becomes impatient, so the student
is not limited to discovering and mending any weak points he or she may
have with the words. With this, the end result will be that the student
will walk away remembering much more as compared to long drawnout
lessons presented only once or twice.

Two New Programs Make Life Easier
We have also included the new TipTap Data Editor program. Although

the previous versions allowed a single word list to be altered and added to
the program, the new dedicated program makes it easy to create multiple
word lists and now sentence lists, too. Also it is easier to share these lists
with others who own the TipTap program via the internet or using
diskettes or other means. For instance, a teacher could post the weeks
new words on the school’s website for students to download and practice
on TipTap at home.

The printing features offer a greater plus for quickly creating worksheets
for assignments away from the computer. Now that there are additional
formats for the printed output of the words and sentences, the TipTap
Data Editor becomes a very valuable tool in and of itself. Please see the
TipTap Data Editor section on page 18 for details.

TipTap Preferences makes the configurations available in a stand-alone
program — see page 15. Previously this was built into the main program.
Now the features can be set outside of the student’s access to the options.

Separating these programs frees the students to concentrate and
focus soley on the lessons while in the main TipTap program.

We thank you for your purchase. We pride ourselves on always being
open to questions and ideas and are available online at our website and
via phone. We are also glad to help you with free technical support con-
cerning our products.



Purchasing the Full Retail Program
Anchek TipTap is Just $34.95 for the full retail version.
We have kept this price low so that everyone can
afford it. If you plan to use it, please be honest and
purchase all copies.

If required, there is an additional fee of $9.50 for the CD, shipping and handling.
This fee is not required when you download the program directly from our
website at: http://www.anchek.com. Both versions are exactly the same. See
Disk Version Only on CD on page 25 of this manual for additional details.

Credit Card Orders:
You can use your credit card to directly purchase and immediately

download the retail program from our secured website at:
http://www.anchek.com.

Phone or Fax Credit Card Orders
You can order the full version of Anchek TipTap using MC, Visa, Amex,

Eurocard, or Discover through RegSoft. Sales tax may apply.

Call: 877-734-7638 toll-free inside the United States

or 770-319-2718 for international customers

FAX: 770-497-9234

Request item #40823. To insure that you receive the latest version,
RegSoft will notify us the day of your order and we will ship the product
directly to you or email you your serial number and complete download
instructions.

The Above Phone Numbers Are For Orders Only
Any questions about the status of the shipment of the order, purchase options,
product details, technical support, volume discounts, dealer pricing, site licenses,
etc, must be directed only to Anchek Multimedia via the web or one of the
addresses at the front of this manual.

Check or Money Orders:
For the full retail version, please, make check or money order out in
U.S. funds to: Anchek Multimedia. For an order form, see next page.
Florida residents please add 6% sales tax ($1.20 per unit).

Mail to:
Anchek Multimedia
Customer Service
P. O. Box 16074
West Palm Beach, FL   33416-6074
U.S.A.

http://www.anchek.com
http://www.anchek.com


I would like to order ____ copies of the latest version of Anchek TipTap.

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Country:

Phone: (           )          –           Email:

All information provided above shall be used only to fulfill your order and
customer relations. Anchek Multimedia does not sell names nor share
information.

$34.95 per copy for a total of: $   .

Add $9.50 per CD, shipping and handling* $   .

Florida residents please add 6% sales tax $   .

Total $   .

*Save the $9.50 CD, shipping, and handling by downloading the full retail
version directly from the Anchek Multimedia website http://www.anchek.com.
Your order and serial number will be verified and sent to you via email. When
using this method be sure to include your email address. The download size is
approximately 7 megabytes.

Please print clearly.

Note: The price per copy is per single machine. You may be able to save your
organization money by purchasing a Site License. Visit our web site for
further pricing and information about site licensing.

Please make your check or money order payable in U.S. funds to
Anchek Multimedia.

Mail to:
Anchek Multimedia
Customer Service
P.O. Box 16074
West Palm Beach, FL  33416-6074
U.S.A. © 2002 Anchek Multimedia
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Order Form

http://www.anchek.com

